### Course title
Clinical and Social Medicine Seminar 1

### Term
通年(前期開始) Whole Year

### Credit(s)
1

### The main day
The main period

### Program/Department
48 Physiological Sciences

### Lecturers
Mikio Furuse, Yumiko Yoshimura

### Grading Scale
A, B, C, Dの4段階評価 Four-grade evaluation

### Level
Level 3

### Competence
専門力 Academic expertise

### Instructor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* FURUSE MIKIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Outline
In this course, students will learn 1) the latest research findings, research methods, pathologies, and treatment strategies related to clinical medicine, and 2) the relationship between medicine and society in terms of health promotion and disease prevention, by attending research meetings held at National Institute for Physiological Sciences which the faculty members have designated as relevant to clinical medicine or social medicine and lectures by clinicians.

### Learning objectives
Students will acquire knowledge not only of physiology as basic medicine, which students will be deeply involved in research in Physiological Sciences Program, but also of medicine in general, including clinical medicine and social medicine.

### Grading policy
Students will attend research meetings that the faculty determines to be related to clinical and social medicine or lectures by clinicians held at National Institute for Physiological Sciences. It is up to the student to choose which meetings or lectures to attend, but a minimum total of 12 hours of attendance is required. The students must submit a participation record form and a written report on one of the research meetings or two of the lectures to the Sokendai Administration Office of National Institute for Physiological Sciences by February 7, 2025. The faculty members will evaluate the grade based on the contents of the report.

### Lecture Plan
Research meetings for this course will be determined in April 2024. Lectures by clinicians will be announced each time.

### Location
In person at National Institute for Physiological Sciences or online

### Language
Japanese

### Textbooks and references
Not specified.

### Notes for students of other programs
Please contact the faculty members in advance.

### Others
After registering the course, students must request a participation record form from the Sokendai Administration Office of National Institute for Physiological Sciences.

### Contact for Course Inquiries
Mikio Furuse
furuse@nips.ac.jp